Endura® OCS
Drive Thru Order Confirmation Systems

Improve order accuracy, customer satisfaction, and speed-of-service with Endura Order Confirmation Systems.

 Seamlessly integrated with most point-of-sale systems, our Endura order confirmation solutions drastically improves order accuracy, speed-of-service, and customer satisfaction, leading to significantly increased revenues and profits. Our longstanding expertise in innovating outdoor display solutions for drive-thru applications enables us to deliver best-in-class performance, long lifespan, superior durability, and the best warranty in the business.
Why Endura?

Our premier order confirmation system, Endura 15X works with virtually any drive thru POS configuration.

The Endura 15X can function as an intelligent display that interfaces directly to the POS system or as a remote monitor, streaming video from another order confirmation application.

Remotely monitor your system’s performance and health status with Bluetooth Smart (4.0) beacon off your mobile device.

Easily upgrade your current OCS to Endura 15X, thanks to its ultra-slim design, built for painless replacement into almost any enclosure.

Endura 15E is our easy-install, highly secured system, offering embedded software that connects directly to your in-store POS network.

Install a 15E in almost any mounting configuration, including stand-alone speaker posts, canopies, menu boards, and pre-sell displays.

Invest in a fully-integrated product that requires only a single CAT5 cable connection to the POS network, no extra equipment necessary.

Endura 15V functions as an order confirmation display for video and data streaming from a remote source.

Endura 15V converts and transmits VGA video over standard CAT5 cable for distances up to 300 ft.

Rely on the 15V’s Environmental Control Unit to maintain optimal thermal functions for any weather conditions.
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